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The Origin of Values
2011-12-31

values have always been a central topic in both philosophy and the social sciences statements about what is good or bad fair or unfair
legitimate or illegitimate express clear beliefs about human existence the fact that values differ from culture to culture and century to
century opens many questions in the origin of values raymond boudon offers empirical data based analysis of existing theories about values
while developing his own perspective as to why people accept or reject value statements boudon classifies the main theories of value
including those based on firm belief social or biological factors and rational or utilitarian attitudes he discusses the popular and widely
influential rational choice model and critiques the postmodernist approach boudon investigates why relativism has become so powerful and
contrasts it with the naturalism represented by the work of james q wilson on moral sensibility he follows with a constructive attempt to
develop a new theory beginning with weber s idea of non instrumental rationality as the basis for a more complex idea of rationality
applying boudon s own and existing theories of value to political issues and social ideas the end of apartheid the death penalty
multiculturalism communitarianism the origin of values is a significant work boudon fulfills a major task of social science explanation of
collective belief his book will be of interest to sociologists philosophers psychologists and political scientists

The Origin of Values
2017-07-12

values have always been a central topic in both philosophy and the social sciences statements about what is good or bad fair or unfair
legitimate or illegitimate express clear beliefs about human existence the fact that values differ from culture to culture and century to
century opens many questions in the origin of values raymond boudon offers empirical data based analysis of existing theories about values
while developing his own perspective as to why people accept or reject value statements boudon classifies the main theories of value
including those based on firm belief social or biological factors and rational or utilitarian attitudes he discusses the popular and widely
influential rational choice model and critiques the postmodernist approach boudon investigates why relativism has become so powerful and
contrasts it with the naturalism represented by the work of james q wilson on moral sensibility he follows with a constructive attempt to
develop a new theory beginning with weber s idea of non instrumental rationality as the basis for a more complex idea of rationality
applying boudon s own and existing theories of value to political issues and social ideas the end of apartheid the death penalty
multiculturalism communitarianism the origin of values is a significant work boudon fulfills a major task of social science explanation of
collective belief his book will be of interest to sociologists philosophers psychologists and political scientists

The Origin of Values
1993

what values do americans hold dear what happens when real world situations cause those values to conflict to better understand the
intellectual map of how american society works arthur g neal and helen youngelson neal analyze values prominent in american word and deed
these values appear in our nation s formal documents rights and privileges prominently emphasized in the us constitution and inscribed on
the statue of liberty they have shaped the historical destiny and indeed include those values most extensively propagated by the general
population using these criteria the authors identify individualism the pursuit of happiness freedom consumerism materialism equality of
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opportunity technology mastery of the environment quality of marriage and national unity as the core american values core values provide
the raw materials for the construction of contemporary society as a moral community wherever that community is located such values are
clusters of ideas that are central to self identities they generate a sense of collective belonging and membership as such core values
define the existing social order and advance a set of ideas for depicting a desirable future the analysis presented here helps us
understand contemporary conflicts inherent in the american value system and the problems confronted by americans as they try to live within
the limitations and contradictions of value systems

Core Values in American Life
2017-09-29

this is volume xxi of twenty two in a series on social theory and methodology first published in 1958 this is a selection of essays on
practical methodology when trying to answer the question of what are the new presuppositions of social thought which can do justice to the
changes in social organisation mydral attempts to illustrate his repeated attempts to explore the logical political and moral foundations
of social thought and action as he pursued diverse academic and political activities

The Evolution of Values
1970

this volume presents theoretical methodological and empirical advances in understanding and also in the effects of understanding individual
and societal values

The Evolution of Values
1926

this book presents findings based on a unique source of insight into the role of human values the world values survey and the european
values survey covering 78 societies containing over 80 per cent of the world s population the findings reveal large and coherent cross
national differences in what people want out of life four waves of surveys from 1981 to 1999 2001 reveal the impact of changing values on
societal phenomena evidence from eleven islamic societies demonstrates that a distinctive islamic culture exists but the democratic ideal
is endorsed overwhelmingly other analyses examine gender equality and democracy corruption and democracy social capital in vietnam the
clash of civilization political satisfaction in global perspective trust in international governance and israeli and south african values

Through Values to Social Interpretation
1968

the material in values of american society remains the principal resource for understanding parsons conception of value systems his
treatment of value systems has been much debated although poorly understood in considerable part because parsons never published his full
conception developed only in these manuscripts they continue to hold interest for social scientists both for their carefully developed
analytical scheme and for the resulting discussion of american culture and society series studies in the theory of action vol 3 subject
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The Values of Social Science
1970

is america bitterly divided has america lost its traditional values many politicians and religious leaders believe so as do the majority of
americans based on public opinion polls taken over the past several years but is this crisis of values real this book explores the moral
terrain of america today analyzing the widely held perception that the nation is in moral decline it looks at the question from a variety
of angles examining traditional values secular values religious values family values economic values and others using unique data from the
world values surveys the largest systematic attempt ever made to document attitudes values and beliefs around the world this book
systematically evaluates the perceived crisis of values by comparing america s values with those of over 60 other nations the results are
surprising the evidence shows overwhelmingly that america has not lost its traditional values that the nation compares favorably with most
other societies and that the culture war is largely a myth the gap between reality and perception does not represent mass ignorance of the
facts or an overblown moral panic baker contends rather the widespread perception of a crisis of values is a real and legitimate
interpretation of life in a society that is in the middle of a fundamental transformation and that contains growing cultural contradictions
instead of posing a problem the author argues this crisis rhetoric serves the valuable social function of reminding us of what it means to
be american as such it preserves the ideological foundation of the nation

Values, Objectivity, and the Social Sciences
1974

ethical responsibility has intellectual and practical implications for social researchers this book explores a range of issues theories and
questions enabling readers to reflect upon understand and critique these with confidence with helpful examples and a glossary of terms it
is essential reading for new and experienced researchers alike

Value in Social Theory
2013-11-05

david spurling believes that a sociology book should enable the reader to understand social problems spurling uses his background including
research on the single homeless to look at sociological perspectives and research methods the book looks at the variety of perspectives
including marxism functionalism feminism and neo liberalism his transport background as both a worker and a lecturer is reflected in the
chapters on urbanism a sociology book that claims to be comprehensive but ignores climate change would be nonsensical as it is the most
important problem for current and future generations therefore this book discusses this issue and what to do about it spurlings chapter on
crime looks at the importance of crime to the victims using statistics so that it presents a different perspective to many other books the
chapter on race reflects the ways in which perceptions of immigration have little relationship to the actual data available and also the
way in which the media has a great influence on public opinion spurling uses his examiner experience as well as teaching experience to
examine the different aspects of the educational system the chapter on religion reflects the wide variety of views on this subject as a
quaker spurlings views on religion have a quaker perspective the hatred towards people of other religions or no religion is also examined
in both contemporary and past societies the influence of education and attitudes towards it are examined spurling has also included a
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chapter of questions and answers this book would be ideal for first year university students including the university of london
international degree as well as for a level students looking for different material learning through cooperation ltd hopes that this book
will provide support to anyone sitting their exams for more details on how learning through cooperation can help you please visit
davidjohnspurling com

Essays in Social Values
1967

he has tried in his career and specifically in this volume to understand science without accepting the culture of science uncritically

Understanding Human Values
2008-06-30

annotation representing different views on the role of ideology in sociological pursuits and on the sociological study of ideology these
seven essays consider the relationship between ideology and relativism modernity economic globalization linguistic pluralism critical
reflexivity and identity the authors examine sociological practice as it has varied over time and as it is employed in different
geographical locations contrasting sociological work with that of other social sciences annotation 2004 book news inc portland or booknews
com

Human Values and Social Change
2003-02-01

in this volume professor firth has brought together and commented upon a number of his papers on anthropological subjects published over
the last thirty years all these essays relate in different ways to his continuing interest in the study of social process especially in the
significance within a social context of individual choice and decision although some specialist studies are included e g the group of
papers dealing with the polynesian island of tikopia the main themes of the book are broad ones and there are important general essays on
such topics as social change social structure and organization modern society in relation to scientific and technological progress and the
study of values mysticism and religion by anthropologists there is also a hitherto unpublished chapter on anthropology as a developing
science

Values of American Society
2016

values and attitudes across nations and time contributes to an ever growing body of work focussing on the elucidation of variations in
values and attitudes throughout the world not only what they actually are but also strategies for their detection description and
classification researchers in the field seek to identify both similarities and differences in this work quantitative and qualitative views
and methods are explored by nine well known authors masamichi sasaki current president of the international institute of sociology theodore
caplow of the university of virginia mattei dogan of the national center of scientific research paris s n eisenstadt of the hebrew
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university of jerusalem chikio hayashi of the institute of statistical mathematics tokyo geert hofstede of the university of limburg at
maastricht in the netherlands alex inkeles of stanford university p herbert leiderman of the stanford university medical school robert m
marsh of brown university and carmi schooler of the national institute of mental health bethesda usa

The Role of Value in Karl Mannheim's Sociology of Knowledge
1965

this book provides current information about the many recent contributions of social systems theory while some sociologists feel that the
systems age ended with functionalism in reality a number of recent developments have occurred within the field the author makes these
developments accessible to sociologists and other non systems scholars and begins a synthesis of the burgeoning systems field and
mainstream sociological theory the analysis shows not only that important points of rapprochement exist between systems theory and
sociological theory but also that systems theory has in some cases anticipated developments needed in mainstream theory

America's Crisis of Values
2013-10-31

originally published in 1983 social work values is a sustained enquiry about the present situation of social work it describes the
treatment of social work values in the social work literature and in research and pursues three distinct avenues towards an improvement on
the present unsatisfactory treatment first the book introduces and encourages more philosophical reflection on the customary lists of
social work values second it investigates three social work controversies between the charity organisation society and the socialists
between the functionalist and the diagnostic schools of social work and between radical marxists and the rest third and finally it explores
the treatment of value and values in economics sociology ordinary usage and philosophy in order to establish the distinctive elements to
which the term values is applied

Ethics and Values in Social Research
2013-04-23

sociology and christianity attempting to bring sociology and christianity together is like trying to mix oil and water christians seem to
have as little regard for sociology as sociologists generally have for christianity however in the middle of this conflict there is a group
bold enough to call themselves christian sociologists they are not willing to be stereotyped but are seriously committed to both realms
this collection of essays covers topics that are typically addressed in introductory sociology courses written from a christian point of
view these essays are also geared for a wide range of readers from undergraduates to professional sociologists who bring faith commitments
to the sociological task the editors goal is to provide an understanding of societal forces that is informed by a christian conscience
toward that end certain recurring themes are found in this book the need for informed christian social action the conflict between the
individual and the community the conflict between freedom and determinism and the significance of social sin
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An Introduction to Sociology and the Real World
2016-09-30

published in cooperation with the american sociological society sociology has had a long and convoluted relationship with the public policy
community while the field has historically considered its mission one of effecting social change in recent decades this has become only a
minor part of the sociological agenda the editor of this volume macarthur fellow and former asa president william julius wilson asserts
that sociology s ostrich like stance threatens to leave the discipline in a position of irrelevance to the world at large and compromises
the support of policymakers funders media and the public wilson s vision is of a sociology attuned to the public agenda influencing public
policy through both short and long range analysis from a sociological perspective using a variety of policy issues perspectives methods and
cases the distinguished contributors to this volume both demonstrate and emphasize wilson s ideas undergraduates graduate students
professionals and academics in sociology political science policy studies and human services will find this argument for sociology s civic
duty to be both compelling and refreshing the eighteen chapters on issues ranging from cultural and historical definitions of citizenship
to american welfare policies and american corporate mergers are strong examples of solid social research where authors draw out policy
implications and based on their research make policy proposals sociology and the public agenda is an insightful book for scholars of social
policy and also those interested in research design issues the book is very relevant for political scientists engaged in policy research
interested in innovative research designs and wondering about the place of the social scientist in setting public agendas policy currents

Science, Society, and Values
1994

in several branches of social science interest in values and moral evaluations has increased in recent years with group values taking
centre stage yet a satisfactory theoretical account of the concept of values and their role in social life remains lacking engaging with
theories of value formation and the role of values in everyday life found in ethics classical sociology and contemporary social theory and
their implications for empirical work researching values with qualitative methods argues for a pragmatist approach both to understanding
values and the manner in which they are formed as well as exploring the ways in which they can be studied empirically using qualitative
research methods in this way this book promises to resolve many of the practical problems involved in fieldwork with political groups
including the prominent question of how to account for the researcher s own values illustrated with examples from published as well as new
research this book provides the foundation for the theoretical understanding of values and their empirical investigation thus strengthening
the connection between social theory and the development of research methods as such it will be of interest to sociologists anthropologists
and geographers with interests in values social theory and research methodology

Through Values to Social Interpretation
1968

doctors and rules is a unique and immensely scholarly book it draws on material that has informed our civilization including many of the
social sciences history sociology and psychology as well as law joseph jacob seeks to expose the often unarticulated foundations of
contemporary debates about the law medicine and health and to question some common assumptions of the functions and structures of social
and legal order
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Origin of Values
1993

hong xiao examines the linkage between social structure and child rearing values in the united states and china her primary objectives are
to examine the underlying structure of childrearing values discover the dynamics of the structural level family level and individual level
determinants of childrearing values and to compare patterns of value orientations in the two countries three value dimensions autonomy
conformity and a care orientation are identified in both the united states and china samples via factor analyses furthermore despite cross
national differences in political system economic development and culture history professor xiao finds americans and chinese are quite
similar in their thinking of the kinds of things to teach children at home among the top six qualities endorsed within each country five
are identical however sources of value variations are drastically different in the two countries for example in the united states while the
influence of class on men s values for children has become muted overtime class differences in values continue to exist among women and
neither gender nor motherhood is related to the care orientation in china valuation of children s autonomy or conformity is conditioned
heavily by political conformity age and family size of particular interest to scholars students and other researchers involved with gender
and family studies sociology and asian studies

The Problem of Values and Value-judgements in Science and a Positive Solution
1984

this volume explores the renowned political historian sociological and economic author a r j turgot 1727 81

Sociology and Ideology
2003-01-01

those who study value conflicts have resisted rational choice approaches in the social sciences contending that political conflict over
cultural values is best explained by group loyalties symbolic motives and other nonrational factors however chong shows that a single model
can explain how people make decisions across both social and economic realms he argues that our preferences result from a combination of
psychological dispositions which are shaped by social influences and developed over the life span chong s book yields insights about the
circumstances under which preferences beliefs values norms and group identifications are formed it offers a provocative explanation of how
ingrained social norms and values can change over time despite the forces maintaining the status quo going beyond the tired polemics on
both sides chong constructs a new interpretation of human behavior in which culture and individual rationality both matter the synthesis is
a more comprehensive and powerful explanatory framework than either side could have produced and chong s creativity should influence
subsequent interpretations of our social life in fundamental ways christopher h achen university of michigan

Essays on Social Organization and Values
1969

this study analyzes american vietnamese and japanese personal values attempting to understand how it can be ethnographers find large
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differences in values between cultures yet empirical surveys find relatively small almost trivial differences in personal values between
cultures

Values and Attitudes across Nations and Time
2021-11-15

the theme of this book is the role of psychology in dealing with problems of national development questions examined include which
attitudes and values if any are universally associated with socio economic development to what extent do such values conflict with
traditional beliefs and attitudes how can knowledge from psychological research be most effectively used for modernization and development
without disrupting traditional values cherished by the culture

Sociology and the New Systems Theory
1994-01-11

sociological perspectives and their application to social work are an inherent part of the qaa benchmark statements in the social work
degree in addition graduates must understand how sociological perspectives can be used to dissect societal and structural influences on
human behaviour at individual group and community levels this fully revised second edition includes a new chapter on social class and
welfare and is mapped to the new professional capabilities framework for social work

Class and Conformity
1969

american work values their origin and development examines the broad shifts in american work values from their european origins to the
present it analyzes shifts from work as salvation to work as opportunity and alienation and concludes with a more recent focus on self
fulfilling employment in a context of industrial downsizing beginning with the lutheran calvinist support of work for the glory of god the
book s focus shifts to the change in work values that occurred from early industrialization in america to the end of the great depression a
period characterized by both opportunity and alienation the modern trends that followed led to the empowerment of employees even as that
empowerment tested the values of such participation in a climate of rampant downsizing the book also deals with the debates related to work
and welfare that simmered during these transformations whether it involved policy makers in sixteenth century europe or wonks in the
washington of 1996 controversy over public assistance to the deserving and undeserving poor remained a raging controversy that spilled over
into the debate on affirmative action

Social Work Values
2018-10-30

it has been claimed that organisation theory is in a state of crisis this book traces the history of the orthodox systems theory paradigm
in organisation studies from its foundations in positivist sociology through its theoretical and empirical development under structural
functionalism to its recent deconstruction by postmodernists the analysis offers general support for the sociology in crisis thesis but
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takes issue with one of its main propositions that paradigms are incommensurable it is argued that paradigms are porous rather than
hermetic phenomena a fact which has profound implications for the theory building process based on language game philosophy a dialectical
theory is developed to illustrate how seemingly exclusive idioms can be mediated the enquiry provides a pluri paradigm method for
organisational research and an epistemological framework for postmodern organisational analysis

The Sociological Perspective
2009-10-10

Sociology and the Public Agenda
1993-03-02

Researching Values with Qualitative Methods
2018-02-12

Doctors and Rules
1988

Childrearing Values in the United States and China
2001-07-30

Turgot on Progress, Sociology and Economics
2010-06-10

Rational Lives
2011-03-15
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A Study of Personal and Cultural Values
2008-04-14

Social Values and Development
1988-12-08

Sociology and Social Work
2014-03-24

American Work Values
1997-03-06

Sociology and Organization Theory
1995-04-06
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